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Abstract: We show that the hysteresis property of a semiconductor affects the mode-shift
characteristics such that the shift of the slave laser mode is different from the frequency
detune of the master laser signal.

Injection locking of semiconductor lasers with external optical signal has been used in many applications.
It is well-known that the external optical injection from the master laser affects the coupling of the free carriers
and the optical field in the laser cavity leading to a shift in the frequency of the laser mode in the slave
laser. It is commonly believed that the induced mode-shift is equal to the frequency detune of the master
laser frequency. However we shall show both theoretically and experimentally that the shift of the slave
laser mode is actually different from the detune of the external optical signal. This mode-shift property of
injection locking of semiconductor lasers has been reported recently in Ref. [1]. The difference in mode-shift
is related to the hysteresis property of the excess carrier density under external injection.

For the theoretical investigation we use the following Lang’s steady state conditions equation [2]:

z0 = q2/[x2/4 + (Rx/2 + pd)2]; zu = −Csp/x; −x− (1 + x)(z0 + zu) + r = 0, (1)

where z0 and zu represent the normalized locked and unlocked modes output intensities, respectively. The
terminology locked mode and unlocked mode respectively represent the laser output mode oscillating at
master laser frequency and the original slave laser mode. These terms are used in the same meaning as in
Ref. [2] and have no relation between the locking and unlocking of the slave laser. The parameter R is called
the linewidth enhancement factor and it is introduced to express the carrier-density-dependent refractive
index. q2 represents the normalized external injected light intensity. x and r respectively represent the
normalized excess carrier density and the difference between the threshold and injected current densities. p
is the ratio between the effective refractive index and the refractive index. Csp is the spontaneous emission
factor. Parameter d stands for the normalized “nominal” detuning. Lang [2] has mentioned clearly that the
term Rx/2+ pd in Eq. (1) represents the “true” detuning under light injection, which differs from d because
of the changes in the carrier density and the oscillation frequency caused by the light injection. From this
it is obvious that the mode-shift of the laser mode is given by the expression −Rx/(2p). To our knowledge,
this mode-shift quantity −Rx/(2p) has been calculated only for a two-mode injection locking case in Fig. 4
(c) of Ref. [4]. It is straightforward that the mode-shift is directly proportional to the excess carrier density
x. So any natural characteristics of the excess carrier density will have direct implications on the mode-shift.
For the injection current above threshold and for not too high external signal intensity, Lang [2] has derived
an approximate analytical expression for the locking range as
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√
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On solving Eqs. (1) for various nominal detuning d and fixed values of other input parameters (injection
current and external injected signal intensity), we can get the characteristics of the excess carrier density
x and in turn the mode-shift. We use the same set of normalized parametric values as in Ref. [2] for
the numerical simulations given by a = 10−3, Csp = 10−5, q2 = 10−4, R = −4, r = 0.1 and p = 1.25.
Inset in Fig. 1 shows the normalized excess carrier density versus normalized frequency detune. Hysteresis
characteristic is quite evident from the results. The mode-shift, which is straightforwardly calculated as
−Rx/(2p) is shown in Fig. 1. Dashed straight line is the reference line representing the frequency detunes
equal to the mode-shift. As the mode-shift is proportional to the excess carrier density, the hysteresis
characteristics of the excess carrier density is directly reflected on the mode-shift characteristics. Shaded
region represents the locking range. Note that the locking range also includes the hysteresis part. When the
external signal approaches from the far red-side detune of the laser mode there is almost no effect on the



mode-shift until it is very close to the injection locking. This is the range between A and B mentioned in Fig. 1
and the corresponding output intensities of locked and unlocked modes are shown in Fig. 2 (a). In Figs. 2
the heights of the solid and dashed lines show the exact simulated results from Eqs. (1) of the unlocked (zu)
and locked (z0) output intensities, respectively and the dotted reference line shows the frequency location of
the free running LD output. When the LD gets locked by the external signal there is a sudden jump in the
mode-shift (shown as location C in Fig. 1) as the carrier density gets depleted. This depletion of the carrier
is related to the locking properties of the LD such as the enhancement of the intensity of the locked mode
and the suppression of the intensity of the unlocked mode. During this process, we notice an interesting
behavior in the mode-shift characteristics of the laser mode as the laser mode frequency over-shoots the
external signal frequency detune. This is quite evident from location C of Fig. 1 as the mode-shift does not
coincide with the dashed reference line. This clearly indicates that after injection locking the unlocked mode
frequency does not merge with the external signal frequency. Instead, the intensity of the unlocked mode
undergoes suppression and surprisingly takes a frequency position located at the red-side of the external
signal as illustrated in Fig. 2 (b). After the injection locking if the frequency detune of the external signal is
increased further back to the red-side, the LD does not unlock at the same point (C) where it has injection
locked. Rather it follows the well known hysteresis property [3]. Actually, the over-shooting of the mode-shift
is due to the hysteresis property of the LD. The difference between the mode-shift and the detune gradually
decreases until to a location D, very near to the red-side of the locking range immediately after which the
LD gets unlocked. Only at point D (dashed reference line intersecting the mode-shift characteristics) the
injected light and laser-mode frequencies coincide as shown in Fig. 2 (c).
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Fig. 1: Plot showing the mode-shift and excess carrier
density versus normalized frequency detune. Shaded region
is the locking range.

Fig. 2: Various frequency positions of locked (dashed
lines) and unlocked (solid lines) mode output intensities.
Dotted line is the free lasing laser mode reference frequency
location.

When the injected light approaches from the blue-side of the laser-mode, no mode-shift occurs for any
frequency detunes position of the external signal in the range between E and F (see Fig. 2 (d)). Just after
the point F the laser mode starts experiencing a red-shift due to the carrier depletion accomplished by the
amplification of the locked mode intensity and concurrent attenuation of the unlocked mode intensity (see
Fig. 2 (e)). Note that this process happens even outside the locking range. Also this process continues inside
the locking range (see Fig. 2 (f)) without any sudden jump in the mode-shift in contrast to the injection
locking process occurring when the external signal approaches from the red-side of the laser mode. This is



obvious from the smooth increase of the mode-shift from F to C and continuously increasing all the way to
D after which the LD gets unlocked as shown in Fig. 1. For a constant current excitation level, irrespective
of the frequency detune value, the external injected light is always going to deplete the carrier density inside
the laser medium. Subsequently, it increases the effective refractive index of the laser medium which can
in turn only shift the laser mode towards its red-side. This is the reason why the mode-shift takes only
negative values in Fig. 1. Even though there is a small amount of blue-side injection locking in the locking
range, the laser mode never going to be get blue-shifted. Rather, the laser mode undergoes a red-shift
when the external signal approaches from the blue-side. In a muti-mode laser like FPLD, this red-shift of
the mode-comb caused by the presence of the first external signal in the blue-side of one laser mode will
greatly influence the injection locking properties of the second external signal in another laser mode. Hence,
one needs to carry out a very careful investigation on the mode-shift characteristics in case of multi-mode
injection locking [4, 5, 6].
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Fig. 3: Plots showing the mode-shift versus normal-
ized frequency detune of the external signal for (a)
various q2 and r = 0.1 (b) various r and q2 = 10−4

and the experimental measurement of the mode-shift
versus wavelength detune of a FPLD injection locked
by an external signal for (c) various input power and
1.02×Ith (d) various injection currents and -7 dBm
input power.

From Eq. (2) it is quite obvious that the locking range is directly proportional to the intensity of the
external injected signal and inversely proportional to the square root of the injected current. This can
also be verified numerically. Figure 3 (a) shows the mode-shift characteristics for various external injected
signal power and for constant excitation level r = 0.1. Solid, dot-dashed and dotted curves show the mode-
shift characteristics for the normalized input power 10−1, 10−2 and 10−3, respectively. All other numerical
parameters used in Figs. 3 remain the same as in Fig. 1. The higher the external injected light power, the
wider the locking range. Here also the dashed reference line which represents the mode-shift values equal to
the detune intersects the mode-shift curves at the locations, very near to the red-side of the locking range
immediately after which the LD gets unlocked. Similar characteristics can be seen from Fig. 3 (b) where the
mode-shift characteristics are derived for various excitation levels and for constant external injected signal
power q2 = 10−4. Solid, dot-dashed and dotted curves show the mode-shift versus nominal detuning for the
normalized injection currents 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4, respectively. It can be seen that the locking range reduces as
the excitation level increases, as predicted by Eq. (2). As expected the dotted reference line is intersecting
the family of curves at the same locations.

In practice, after injection locking a LD, one cannot observe the suppressed unlocked mode as it is either
too close to the locked mode to be experimentally resolved separately or its power level is in the noise level.
This might be one of the reasons for the common mis-understanding that the laser mode frequency always
merges with the external signal frequency after the LD gets locked. So all the features of the mode-shift
characteristics explained above will be extremely difficult to observe experimentally while injection locking a
distributed feedback laser or any other single-mode semiconductor lasers. In the case of a FPLD, the mode-
shift of the locked laser mode can be indirectly measured from the wavelength locations of the side-modes.
As per the property of a Fabry-Perot filter, for a given set of input parametric conditions, the wavelength
spacings between adjacent modes has to be equal. Based on this fundamental property, after injection



locking, the locked laser mode has to be lasing at the mid point of the two adjacent modes on either side,
if it is lasing at the same frequency of the unlocked laser mode. Indirectly, we can say that the wavelength
location of the suppressed unlocked mode is at the mid point of the two adjacent modes on either side of the
locked laser mode. But we observed that the wavelength spacings between the locked laser mode and the two
adjacent modes on either side are not the same after injection locking the FPLD. Figure 4 is the results from
the optical spectrum analyzer (set for a resolution of 0.01 nm) which shows the FPLD locked mode output
power with two adjacent suppressed side modes. Dashed line shows the mid-point of the locations of the two
side modes which indirectly show the location of the suppressed unlocked mode. Obviously, the wavelength
location of the locked laser output is not at the mid-point of the two adjacent side modes. Figure 3 (c)
shows the experimental measurement of the mode-shift of a FPLD injection locked by an external signal of
input powers 0 dBm (solid curves), -5 dBm (dot-dashed curves) and -10 dBm (dotted curves), respectively.
Again, the dashed reference line represents the mode-shift values equal to the wavelength detune. These
mode-shift measurements have been made on one of the side-mode of the FPLD which was driven by 1.02
times the threshold current (Ith) and the temperature was maintained at 298 K. Similar characteristics has
also been measured and shown in Fig. 3 (d) where the mode-shift characteristics are derived for various
injection currents and for constant master laser signal power of -7 dBm. Solid, dot-dashed and dotted curves
show the mode-shift versus wavelength detune for the injection currents of 1.02Ith, 1.15Ith and 1.22Ith,
respectively. It is quite evident that the experimental measurement of the mode-shift characteristics agrees
with the theoretical predictions shown in Fig. 1. In the experimental characteristics reported in Figs. 3 (c)
and (d), we have not shown the hysteresis part because of the experimental limitations to measure the small
range of hysteresis. If we extend the mode-shift characteristics to meet the dashed reference line, it can be
noticed that the hysteresis width is less than 8 pm. From the theoretical calculations, the mode-shift is given
by the quantity −Rx/(2p). The linewidth enhancement factor R is an experimentally measurable quantity
[7, 8]. With the knowledge of R and the mode-shift value −Rx/(2p), one can experimentally measure the
excess carrier density (x) which is not a directly measurable quantity.
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Fig. 4: Output spectrum of FPLD showing the locked mode and
two adjacent suppressed modes. Dashed line shows the mid-point of
the wavelength locations of the side modes.

In conclusion, we have reported the mode-shift characteristics from the process of injection locking a
LD. We have also experimentally confirmed this phenomenon by injection locking a FPLD. This kind of
mode-shift measurements in lasers will help in calculating the excess carrier density. It has been found that
this fundamental behavior is due to the hysteresis property of a LD. As the injection locking principle is a
vastly observed and utilized phenomenon in various systems, we believe that similar property can also be
observed in any system showing hysteresis property during injection locking.
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